
By Deron Hamel
The ongoing COVID-19 
pandemic has tested OMNI 
Health Care and everyone 
connected to its 18 long- 
term care homes, but thanks 
to a dedicated team of  
staff members, diligent  
planning and steady, strong 
support from families, the  
organization is meeting the 
challenges faced by this crisis.

When the World Health 
Organization (WHO) 
declared the COVID-19 
crisis a pandemic on March 
11, OMNI had already 
spent a month and a half 
putting protocols in place  
to ensure the safety of 
residents and staff, says 
Patrick McCarthy, OMNI’s 
president and CEO.

Screening processes were 
in effect at OMNI homes 
starting in late January, as 
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By Natalie Hamilton
The doggie in the window 
caused some residents to 
shed tears of joy recently at 
West Lake Terrace.

Seeing Gibson, a pug, 
pause with his owner 
outside of residents’  
bedroom windows was a 
much-needed boost for 
those who live at the Prince 
Edward County long-term 
care home.

West Lake Terrace, like 

See ‘Video-chat’ page 4

See ‘Acts of ’ page 4See ‘I’m Really’ page 4

Forest Hill residents and 
their loved ones have been 
staying connected during 
the COVID-19 pandemic 
thanks to the wonders of 
modern technology and  
the efforts of the Kanata, 
Ont. long-term care home’s 
team members.

Forest Hill, along with 

Streamway Villa life  
enrichment co-ordinator 
(LEC) Christina Doughty 
is giving a shout-out of 
appreciation to a Cobourg 
florist for thinking of the 
long-term care home’s 
residents during the ongoing 
COVID-19 pandemic.

Julie McCuaig, the owner 

Local Florist Donates Roses 
to Streamway Residents 

Dog’s Visit Through  
Windows Brings West Lake 
Terrace Residents Joy 

Forest Hill Keeping 
Residents and  
Families Connected 
Through Technology 

the spread of the virus 
worldwide dominated 
headlines every day. As the 
crisis evolved, WHO- 
recommended measures 
were continuously ramped 
up to keep residents and 
staff members safe.

“There was already  
screening going on in early 
March when the advisory 
came out about active 
screening and limiting 
visitors for safety sake,” 
McCarthy says. “It really 
made a difference in the 
lives of the residents.”

When the pandemic  
was declared, homes  
immediately limited entry 
to all but essential visitors, 
and all non-essential 
programs, appointments, 
tours and visits from 
community agencies were 
cancelled, along with 

out-of-home educational 
seminars and meetings for 
staff members.

Active screening has  
since been in place at each 
home’s entrance by a staff 
member who screens staff, 
essential visitors and 
delivery personnel with 
questions regarding  
symptoms and contact  
with persons experiencing 
symptoms who have 
travelled or who have 
confirmed or probable  
cases of COVID-19. 
Screening is now expanding 
to include temperature 
checks, including pre-  
and post-shift for staff.

Communication is  
crucial at this time, so 
OMNI’s head office is 
sharing information and 
policies, and having regular 

COVID-19: How OMNI is 
Responding to Pandemic 

OMNI Health Care’s other 
17 long-term care homes, is 
closed to everyone but 
essential visitors to protect 
residents and team members 
during the COVID-19 crisis.

This means residents and 
their families are missing 
their regular visits, which 

of Quinn’s Blooms and 
Greenery, donated red  
roses to Streamway Villa 
recently to help lift spirits 
during the pandemic.

The Ontario government 
ordered all nonessential 
businesses in the province 
to close their doors to the 

all of OMNI Health Care’s 
long-term care homes, is 
closed to most visitors as a 
safety precaution due to the 
global COVID-19 pandemic.

Since Gibson, a pet 
therapy dog, and owner 
Lesley Campbell, couldn’t go 
inside the home, they did the 
next best thing and visited 
residents through the glass.

“It was a very emotional 
experience for some,” says 

Pandemic Shows Us Why People  
Work in OMNI Homes. . . pg. 3

Staying in Touch  
Forest Hill resident Sandra Presley enjoys a video chat with daughter Lori. See story at right. 
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Kind Gesture ‘Brightened Everyone’s Day’

public in an effort to help 
mitigate risks as Canada 
and the world continues to 
face the COVID-19 
pandemic, effective 11:59 
p.m. on March 24.

Not wanting her stock  
to go to waste and hoping 
to make a difference to 
residents, Julie donated  
the roses to Streamway 
Villa on March 23.

As part of safety  
protocols, the roses were 
quarantined for 24 hours to 
ensure they were risk-free 
before they were handed  
out to residents.

Each of the 59 residents 
was given a rose.

Christina thanked Quinn’s 
Blooms and Greenery in a 
social-media post.

“Thank you so much  
for your thoughtful  
kindness,” she wrote.  
“They (the roses) are 

Streamway Villa resident Iris Webb receives a rose from life 
enrichment aide Chelsea Tinney.

Frost BSO Team Planning to 
Help with Project to Determine 
Virtual Reality’s Impact on  
Reducing Depression, Boredom
If the project shows favourable results, virtual reality simulators could 
be used to prevent agitation in residents with cognitive impairment
Frost Manor’s Behavioural 
Supports Ontario (BSO) 
team is planning to embark 
on a pilot project to help 
gather measurable data for a 
company that offers virtual 
reality services to seniors to 
enhance their quality of life.

The project, which is a 
partnership between the 
Lindsay long-term care 
home and Personal Reality, 
is currently on hold amid 
the COVID-19  pandemic.

However, once launched, 

the initiative’s goal is to 
discover if virtual reality  
can reduce boredom and 
depression in people 
affected by dementia by 
helping them re-live fond 
experiences or partaking in 
enjoyable hobbies.

Virtual reality uses 
computer technology to 
create a simulated environ-
ment that people experience 
by wearing head-mounted 
displays that project images 
that give the person the 
impression they’re in the 
midst of the action.

For example, a person who 
enjoys hiking on trails could 
be given that experience by 
wearing a head-mounted 
display loaded with images 
of a grassy trail or a path 
going through a forest.

A group of Frost Manor 
residents with varied 
interests have agreed to 
participate in this project.

One resident enjoys 
fishing, while another is  

a big fan of WWE  
wrestling, so fishing and 
wrestling images could be 
loaded into the simulators, 
explains Frost Manor life 
enrichment co-ordinator 
Lyndsay Burton.

As part of the project,  
the residents will use  
virtual reality simulators 
supplied by Personal Reality, 
and Frost Manor team 
members will gauge the 
results for the company.

Brian Huber, a Frost 
Manor registered practical 
nurse and member of the 
home’s BSO team, says if 
residents have positive 
reactions to their virtual 
reality experiences, there 
may be an opportunity to 
use virtual reality as an 
intervention.

“If this is something that 
is successful, then I think it 
would work really well as a 
measure to prevent boredom 
and depression,” he tells  
The OMNIway.        — DH

Alex Achillini and His 
Co-workers Praised for 
Valentine’s Luncheon 
Organized for Country 
Terrace Couples
‘The world needs more people like Alex,’ says 
family member Kelly Rath in an e-mail to 
The OMNIway

Country Terrace nutritional care manager Alex Achillini is seen 
here rolling out dough to make fresh, from-scratch dinner rolls.

Kelly Rath was inspired to 
contact The OMNIway 
recently after reading a  
story about the Valentine’s 
Day luncheon nutritional 
care manager Alex Achillini 
and his co-workers  
organized for couples at the 
Komoka, Ont. long-term 
care home, where Kelly’s 
father is a resident.

Kelly’s mother and father 
were one of the couples who 
enjoyed the luncheon that 
day, and Kelly wants Alex 
and everyone involved in 
organizing the event to 
know that the effort they put 
into making the day special 
was noticed and appreciated.

Kelly has given The 
OMNIway permission  
to share her comments in  
a story.

“First off, I want to thank 
Alex for being who he is,” 
Kelly writes. “I see him 
engage with the residents 

and employees as a family. 
He has shown my dad and 
my mom such kindness since 
my dad has been there.”

Although Kelly was not  
at the Valentine’s Day 
luncheon, she says her 
mother sent her photos of 
the food that was served 
and of the decorations  
the Country Terrace life 
enrichment team members 
created for the event.

Included in this year’s  
meal were heart-shaped 
sandwiches, macaroni-and- 
cheese balls and small 
tomatoes decorated like roses.

The added touches Alex 
and his colleagues in the 
nutritional care and life 
enrichment department put 
into organizing the luncheon 
made a difference, Kelly says.

“It meant the world to 
(my mother) and to me,” 
Kelly writes. “The thought 
of even doing this meant so 
much. I know this got my 
parents out of the routine of 
the typical day and (gave 
them) something to look 
forward to as a couple.”

As for Alex, Kelly does 
not hold back expressing 
her appreciation for the 
work he does.

“The world needs more 
people like Alex,” she  
writes.                       — DH

beautiful and brightened 
everyone’s day!”

Streamway Villa, along 
with OMNI Health Care’s 
other 17 long-term care 
homes, is closed to everyone 
but essential visitors to 
protect residents and team 
members during the 

COVID-19 crisis.
Christina tells The 

OMNIway that the roses 
could not have come at a 
better time.

“We just got out of an 
outbreak, too, so we needed 
something like this,”  
she says.                    — DH

Continued from page 1

For example, a person 
who enjoys hiking on 
trails could be given 
that experience  
by wearing a 
head-mounted  
display loaded with 
images of a grassy 
trail or a path going 
through a forest.

“I know this got my 
parents out of the 
routine of the typical 
day and (gave them) 
something to look for-
ward to as a couple.”
— Kelly Rath, daugher of resi-
dent couple at Country Terrace

https://achievahealth.ca/
https://medimart.com/
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The COVID-19 pandemic 
has impacted all of our  
lives in some way. Many 
Canadians are now working 
from home. We’re self- 
isolating. We’re practising 
social distancing. We are 
taking precautions on a 
scale that most of us have 
not seen in our lifetime.

But in addition to their 
social obligations, people 
working in OMNI Health 
Care long-term care homes 
have the added responsibility 
of keeping the residents 
they serve safe during this 
challenging time.

The managers and  
front-line staff working in 
our homes are making 
sacrifices for the residents 
they serve every single day.

There are stories of staff 
self-isolating from their 
own family — including 
children and grandchildren 
— in order to mitigate the 
potential of infection.

There are also stories of  
staff members separating 
themselves from their  
families and temporarily living 
with co-workers to help 
flatten the infection curve.

Our team members  
work with a vulnerable 
population of people in a 

E D I T O R I A L

Pandemic Shows Us 
Why People Work 
in OMNI Homes

sector that already faces 
staffing challenges. Some 
front-line staff members 
and managers are working 
double shifts and coming  
to work on their days off 
when asked.

OMNI team members  
are doing this without 
hesitation because, for  
them, their work is more 
than just doing a job, it’s 
answering to a calling and  
a commitment to the 
residents they care for.

It has always been  
this way, but recent events 
have made the picture  
even clearer.

The operative word 
describing those working in 
our homes is “selfless”.

Residents of long-term 
care homes are experiencing 
the same fears and anxieties 
as everyone else at this  
time, magnified by their 
vulnerability to the effects 
of this virus, and by  
isolation from family and 
friends while visiting is 
suspended. This makes the 
jobs our staff members do 
even more important.

These are, indeed,  
challenging times, but the 
good news is we are all  
in this together, and  
together we will continue to 
provide hope, purpose and 
belonging to the people 
living in our 18 homes.

Enough thanks cannot be 
afforded to our people for 
their sacrifices, hard work 
and, most of all, their 
dedication to the residents 
they serve.

They are all, truly,  
everyday heroes.
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Black History Month Presentation 
Engages Willows Residents
‘It was a success and the crowd was pleased’
With a recent increase in 
the number of residents 
who are cognitively well, 
Willows Estate has been 
striving to offer interesting 
activities to engage this 
population of men and 
women who live at the 
Aurora long-term care home.

Teddy Mazzuca, life 
enrichment co-ordinator 
(LEC) at Willows Estate, 
says life enrichment aide 
(LEA) Azaria Kanda has 
stepped up to the plate. He 
has been brainstorming  
and offering a number  
of interactive and/or  
informative activities,  
such as his Feb. 12  
presentation for residents 
on Black History Month.

“It was a great program 
for our cognitively-well  
residents,” Teddy tells  
The OMNIway.

“They really appreciated 

the program. They told me 
things the next day that 
they learned that they 
weren’t aware of (before). It 
did go well.”

She said two of the home’s 
black residents who attended 
the program thoroughly 
enjoyed themselves.

Azaria’s presentation 
encompassed a variety of 
topics that included legacies 
and institutions, noteworthy 
historical figures both 
Canadian and American, 
the history of Black  
Canadian communities  
and organizational and 
educational resources.

“It was a success and  
the crowd was pleased,” 
Azaria says.

“Because Viola Desmond 
is the first black woman to 
be featured on our newest 
$10 bill, I will be giving 
away a $10 bill to a lucky 

resident whose name will be 
picked,” the LEA earlier 
told The OMNIway.

“Names will be put in a 
bowl and at the end of the 
presentation whoever’s name 
is picked will get the prize.”

Every February, Canadians 
are invited to participate  
in Black History Month 
festivities and events that 
honour the legacy of  
black Canadians.

Teddy says the presenta-
tion was an important part 
of history to share with 
everyone and she values 
Azaria’s contribution to  
the home overall.

“He brings a lot of 
enthusiasm and he’s always 
thinking of new ways and 
new things. I just think he’s 
a fantastic guy and the 
residents enjoy him.

“I appreciate him very 
much.”                      — NH

Enough thanks  
cannot be afforded to 
our people for their 
sacrifices, hard work 
and, most of all, their 
dedication to the  
residents they serve.

E-mail Deron: deron@axiomnews.com

   Share  Your Story!
Do you have a story  

you would like to share  
with the OMNIway? 

Willows Estate life enrichment aide Azaria Kanda gave an informative presentation in February about 
the important contributions of black Canadians and Americans in celebration of Black History Month.
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Meet Roxy, Village Green’s 
New Feline Team Member
‘Finding that perfect match took a little while, but we definitely did 
it, we found the perfect match with Roxy’
Village Green has a new 
furry team member.

Meet Roxy, a cat the 
Greater Napanee long- 
term care home adopted  
in early February at the 
request of residents.

Village Green life  
enrichment co-ordinator 
(LEC) Maddy Hudgins 
says residents were missing 
Casey, the former Village 
Green resident cat who had 
lived at the home 18 years.

Casey passed away at  
the age of 20 on March 8  
of last year, and after nearly 
a year, residents were ready 
for a new cat.

Roxy was adopted from 
the Kingston Humane 
Society. Maddy contacted 
the Humane Society about 
adopting a cat and was 

Roxy, Village Green’s new resident cat, is pictured here relaxing on a desk in her new home.

invited to come down to 
meet some of their felines.

Roxy seemed like the 
perfect fit for the home, so 
Maddy took photos of her 
to show residents to get 
their thoughts.

Roxy was the cat residents 
wanted, Maddy says.

“It was great to rescue a 
cat and to find her a new 
home, and she is settling in 
wonderfully,” the LEC tells 
The OMNIway.

Maddy says Roxy is filling 
a void that her predecessor, 
Casey, had left behind.

“We wanted to give  
that time for everybody  
to grieve because it was  
very difficult to lose Casey, 
who had been a part of  
the family here for so long, 
but by last fall residents 

brought it up at a council 
meeting that they were 
ready,” she says.

Maddy says that  
while Roxy shares some 
similarities with Casey,  
such as both cats having 
particular spots they like  
to sleep in, they also have 
some key differences, the 
most notable being that 
Roxy is more “relaxed”  
than Casey, who was always 
on the move.

Similarities and differences 
aside, everyone at Village 
Green is confident that 
Roxy is the right cat for 
Village Green.

“Finding that perfect 
match took a little while, but 
we definitely did it, we found 
the perfect match with 
Roxy,” Maddy says.   — DH

Pet therapy volunteers Lesley 
Campbell and her dog, Gibson, 
visit residents through the 
windows of West Lake Terrace.

Janie Denard, life enrich-
ment co-ordinator (LEC) at 
West Lake Terrace.

“Residents smiled, 
laughed and some cried, 
stating it was happy tears. 
We are so thankful to 
Lesley for bringing Gibson 
to the home.”

Janie says the duo’s  
visit also lifted the spirits  
of staff members working  
at the home.

For the past four years, 
Lesley and Gibson have 
been regular volunteers at 
West Lake Terrace. Lesley 
recently donated $300 to 
the home as well. She raised 
the money by creating and 
selling artwork featuring 
Gibson’s paw prints.

“Lesley is probably one of 
our biggest supporters,” the 
LEC previously told The 
OMNIway. “We’re so lucky 
to have her as a volunteer 
and as part of our family at 
West Lake Terrace.”

The home was also 

recently bestowed with 
another caring gesture. An 
anonymous person placed a 
note on West Lake Terrace’s 
front door, expressing prayers 
and appreciation for staff.

“It is small acts of kindness 
that mean so much to us 
during this time,” Janie says.

Acts of Kindness ‘Mean 
so Much to Us During 
this Time,’ LEC says

‘I’m Really So Proud 
of the Way Our People 
are Responding’

Continued from page 1

Continued from page 1
teleconferences with the  
18 homes to keep them 
informed and to share  
information, McCarthy says.

McCarthy underscores 
that OMNI understands the 
stress placed on residents 
and their families while 
there is restricted visitation. 
He adds that the residents 
and families have been 
supportive of measures 
OMNI has taken to keep 
everyone safe.

“Our hearts really do go 
out to the residents who 
have been isolated from their 
families and for the families 
who not been able to see 
their loved ones,” he says.

“As difficult as it is to 
isolate residents from their 
loved ones, it is necessary to 
do so in order to protect 
residents, who are often 
elderly, frail and vulnerable.”

Because residents and 
their loved ones cannot have 

in-home visits at this time, 
other measures have been 
put into place to keep 
residents connected.  
Telephone calls and video- 
chat platforms, such as 
Skype and FaceTime, are 
being used to keep residents 
and families in contact.

Residents and their  
loved ones have also been 
having “window meetings”, 
where family members 
arrange to stand outside 
closed windows to wave  
at their loved ones or hold 
up signs with personal 
messages and greetings  
for them to see.

McCarthy characterizes 
staff members in each of the 
homes as “the true heroes of 
the pandemic.”

“I’m really so proud of the 
way our people are respond-
ing,” he says. “They really 
care about our residents, 
their families and each other, 
so it’s really compelling.”

Video-chat Platforms Ensuring  
Residents and Families are Staying 
in Contact During COVID-19 Crisis
are an important part of life 
in long-term care homes.

Since mid-March, 
residents and their loved 
ones have been able to  
stay in touch through 
video-chat platforms the 
Forest Hill team has made 
available to them.

As soon as the pandemic 
forced long-term care  
homes to close their doors to 
visitors, Forest Hill contacted  
families to let them know 
the home is offering a video 
chatting service.

“The response has was 
overwhelming,” says  
Forest Hill life enrichment 

co-ordinator (LEC)  
Craig Forrest.

“I came in and my e-mail 
was full, and I had messages 
on my phone from people 
who wanted to connect with 
their loved ones.”

Craig says one benefit  
to using video chatting  
is that residents of all 
cognitive abilities have 
adapted well to it.

Even family members 
who do not have access to 
computers or iPads can use 
video chats to speak with 
their loved ones.

One family member has 
been driving to the Forest 
Hill parking lot where he’s 

met by a staff member 
wearing protective gear  
who hands him an iPad so 
he can have a FaceTime 
chat with his wife.

When their chats are over, 
staff retrieves the iPad and 
thoroughly disinfects the 
device before bringing it 
back inside the home.

The service has been 
important to the family 
member because he was 
visiting his wife up to three 
times a day, Craig says.

“It’s really helpful for  
the residents, but I also  
find it’s therapeutic for the 
families,” the LEC says  
of the service.            — DH

Continued from page 1
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